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Earth Day Tech Summits: ‘Class of 2025’ discovers NOAA
WASHINGTON—BDPA’s annual Earth Day Tech Summit,
#CyberEarth19, was presented in Washington, D.C. by Industry
to BDPA Members, Student Members, parents, and regional
high school coding compe on (HSCC) team leaders (right)
during Earth Day weekend.
This year’s tech summit special guest was Dr. DaNa L. Carlis
(center) from the Department of Commerce’s Na onal Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administra on (NOAA).
Dr. Carlis is a meteorologist and mathema cian serving as a
Program Manager at NOAA’s Oﬃce of Weather and Air Quality
(OWAQ). During one of the event’s Industry Day sessions, Dr.
Carlis highlighted missions of NOAA’s “Hurricane Hunter”
aircra with footage from recent ﬂights.
Dr. Carlis also discussed new platforms and NOAA’s emerging
roles for drones and new Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite (GOES) systems to support
meteorological research, capture weather forecasting data,
and how supercomputers are used to advance weather
modeling and simulations. bt
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Bill may force companies to check algos for bias
New Algorithmic Accountability Act aimed at corpora ons with
access to vast amounts of data to prevent deep fakes and bad Ai
CAPITOL HILL — Senator Ron Wyden (D-OR) noted that “computers are increasingly
involved in the most important decisions aﬀec ng Americans’ lives — whether or not
someone can buy a home, get a job or even go to jail. But instead of elimina ng bias, too
o en these algorithms depend on biased assump ons or data that can actually reinforce
discrimina on against women and people of color.”
Last week, U.S. lawmakers introduced a bill requiring large companies to audit machine
learning-powered systems — such as facial recogni on or ad targe ng algorithms —
for bias. The Algorithmic Accountability Act is sponsored by Senators Cory Booker (DNJ) and Ron Wyden, with a House equivalent sponsored by Rep. Yve e Clarke (D-NY).
The Verge reports if passed, the new law would ask the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) to create rules for evalua ng “highly sensi ve” automated systems. bt
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